tion results and interviews, see page 5.
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FEATURE: Bruno reflects on his Senior
Project experience, see page 3.
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SPORTS: Swim bills hit stride as MCC
meet approaches, see page 7.
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Amnesty Absent Race and Gender Issues Discussed
from PepsiCo _,at American Youth Conference
The morning started with students
by Luke Voytas
Presentation
signing in, geuing name tags, and becomof the Prep News Staff
by Shawn Badgley
Co-Editor
EVER HAS A caramel-colored,
carbonated substance caused such
an uproar-at SLUR that is.
Due to PepsiCo's funding of the
multi-media motivational presentation
held in the auditorium yesterday, several members of the SLUH chapter of
Amnesty International, moderated by
Mrs. Pat Coldren, felt their presence at
the event would clash with their beliefs.
Mr. H. Eric Clark, Assistant Prinsee COKE IS IT!, pag.e 2

N

PPROXIMATELY 100 students
from fourteen area schools sacrificed a significant portion oflast Saturday
to come together in the SLUH cafeteria
and discuss such issues as prejudice and
race relations.
The event, sponsored by the American Youth Foundation, was organized by
the Tri-School Diversity Team consisting
of SLUH, Villa Duchesne, and Cardinal
Ritter. It lasted from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Several news people from area media added to the atmosphere of importance.

A

ing acquainted with each other. Students
were from, among others, DeSmet, CBC,
Kirkwood, Vashon, and Ursuline high
schools. Teachers from nine schools also
attended. "To see this many people here
on a Saturday morning is really gratifying," commented SLUH junior and TriSchool Diversity Team member Brendan
Corcoran.
The workshop began with an icebreaker exercise designed to prepare studentsfortherestoftheday. Studentsthen
paired up with others to discuss how prejudice has affected their own lives.
see HARMONY, page 4

Series of Sewage Scares Solved
Maintenance Men Master Malodorous Mess
byMattBumb
of the Prep News Staff
OMETHING HAD TO BE done!
Last Thursday, over the weekend,
and this past Tuesday, sewage and drainage water percolated from the floor drains
in the locker room, weight room and the
corridors near the computer room to flood
the area.
"At one time, we had four or five
miniature geysers in the school that were
pumping back water through the floor and

S

jumping a foothigh," commented Manker.
The maintenance crew, together with
a security officer, began the clean-up process soon after the problem started and
ended the cleanup Tuesday.
This recent predicament was the result of a vertical pipe that blocked the
passage of material traveling through the
lateral sewage line beneath the school.
With all the rain recently, "the thousands ·
of gallons of water could not get through
the [lateral line] with the pipe blocking the
see RAW SEWAGE, page 4

Construction workers work to repair
the damaged sewer line in the ally.
Photo

Mr. Charles Merriott
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Griesemer

(continued from page 5)
(continued from page 2)
the beginning of the second quarter and
Griesemer attempted to locate the
continued until Christmas break. Each
hotel doctor, but because "it was New
homeroom team was to play three games;
Year's Eve, he was out partying," stated
the teams that won two of their games and
the senior. So Griesemer slept through the
did not forfeit any went on to the play-offs.
pain he was experiencing.
The winners of the freshman and sophoThe next day the pain became unmore divisions pl!lyed each other, as did the
bearable. Griesemer visited a "one room"
winners of the junior and senior divisions.
hospital and later visited one in which
In the junior-senior division, junior
"the
nurses really didn't know what they
homeroom 218 was victorious, winning the
were
doing. When I first got there, the
hard-fought contest by two points. Sophonurses gave me an IV; they really didn't
more hcmeroom BioEast defeated the freshknow how to do it- they just kind of stuck
man champion to win the freshman-sophoit in. I said 'This can't be right-it really
The only problems that
more division.
hurts.' But they're like, 'No, no; pain is
STUCO encountered during the basketball
normal.".
intramurals were with scheduling.
Overall, Griesemer's pain was hardly
Maliborski said that "it's not ideal for us to - ~
have games at 7:30 in the morning, but to
normal-although several doctors thought
get the most number of games, we had to
the injury was less serious than it really
[schedule the games in that time slot]."
was. When Griesemer arrived in the
Maliborski added that STUCO will
United States approximately one week
try, whenever possible, to schedule games
later, "the first thing [he] did was to go to
at activity periods, as was done in previous
the hospital; a doctor saw [Griesemer]
years.
that night, and said [he would] probably
In previous years, until the spring of
just have to wear a brace for a couple of
1994, Mr. Gary Kornfeld of the SLUH
months." However, results from an MRI
physical education department directed the ·
the next day revealed that Griesemer would
intramural program. Kornfeld decided to
need surgery-soon. ''I got back on a
drop the program as a result of proposed
Monday and had surgery on Friday."
changes in policy. Mr. Eric Clark, STUCO
Griesemer's operation involved the
moderator at the time, then assumed manbones of a cadaver being fused within his
agement of the program. When Clark be- fifth, sixth, and seventh vertebrae. ·He
came Assistant Principal for Student Welfare and Discipline, Maliborski became
STUCO moderator and also the director of
the intramural program.
(continued from page 5)
Athletic Director Mr. Dick Wehner
heoftenreceives, "letters from alumni stating
notes that some problems with the program
that their junior retreat was one of their best
are the result of this turnover of directors,
experiences at SLUH." Azzara did comment,
with three changes in the last three years.
however, that he was "surprised and a little
The golden era of SLUH intramurals,
disappointed," that this past week's retreat
accorqing to Wehner, was in the 1950s and
was only half full. The first junior retreat was
60s, when numerous games were held on
full, and the February retreat has a waiting ·
Satur~y and Sunday afternoons.
list.
STUCO's next intramural sport
Azzara, in his fifteenth year with re- '· .
will be bashball, played indoors using P .E.
treats, described their goal as "to allow a
rules. At the end of the year, the Mirnlitz
better understanding of the self, other stuCup Tournament will return with floor
dents, and God." The students are told not to
hockey intramurals. These intramurals will ' · bringanyitemsofdistraction,includingschool
books. The retreats are centered around both
run under a new format, with students being
small and large group discussions, and culmiable to choose their own teams, instead of
nate in a mass which the students help plan. ·
playing for their homerooms. The bashball
Schoenig, who attended his seventh junand floor hockey intramurals will both be
ior
retreat
this past week, pointed to the seplayed in the fourth quarter.

stressed how much better the US hospital
care was than the Dominican treatment.
Griesemer quipped, "in the Dominican
hospitals, their most advanced equipment
was a thermometer."
The surgery was a success. "Every
nurse at the hospital called me lucky; they
told me a guy came in before me with the
same injury and can'tmove his feet for the
rest of his life."
Buthealsomustsacrifice. Griesemer
can neither play contact sports nor walk
barefoot anymore. He knows, however,
that he is very lucky. "If my vertebrae
would have broken in any other way, I
would have been paralyzed." He also
said, "I was really lucky-there were just
a bunch of things that really went my way.
The day I came back through New York
was the only day the airport was open
because of snow." ·
Emert, a close friend of Griesemer's,
explained, "I just wanted to be with Paul
and give him support.'' Griese!llei concurred, saying, "Jon could speak a little
Spanish; he gave me a lot of support."
Griesemer is now wearing a neck
brace but is back at school.
Griesemer took away at least one
valuable thing from the experience. · "It
did teach me a little about what people
down there actually go through."

·White House

rene setting of the White House as a major
benefit: "You can' t beat it; the accommodations are nice, and the sunrises are inspira~ · ....
tiona!." He noted that the environment at the
retreat center is so different from routine at
SLUH that the participants seem to "be more
gemrinely honest and sincere with each other."
Commenting on some students' belief .
that the retreats are not worth the hassle of .,
making up missed assignments, Schoenig .
said, "[These students] just don~t- get it. Getting away from the pressures of everyday life
is one of the primary reasons for the retreats."
Students are given ample time to complete rthe work they miss during their two-day absence.
Any students wanting more information
on future retreats are encouraged to visit the
pastoral activities office during a free moment.
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JFl[l~ST SEM\ESTEl~ SCJH[OJLAST~C JH[ONOl~S
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First Honors
Seniors:
Ament, Kevin
Bartlett, Michael
Beardsley, Chris
Boennighausen, David
Bollier, Jeffrey
Bonk, Mark
Britt, Timothy
Brodeur, Christian
Brown, Joel
Busch, Michael
Caldwell, John
Chase, Nicholas
Chase, Timothy
Chik, Timothy
D' Agostin, James
Diehr, George
Fanson, Ben
Favazza, Mark
Fetter, Matthew
Franck, Peter
Gallo, Joseph
Goettelmann, Jay
Grebe!, David
Griesemer, Paul
Hendricks, Michael
Hof, Bill
Hunter, Stephen
Jansky, Dominik
Josef, Alfred
Jost, Aric
Kempf, Jason
Knock, Ryan
Kutheis, Eric
Laramie, Joseph
Leung, Wah Stephen
Loyd, Jeffrey
Luth, Matthew
Madden, Patrick
Maitz, Douglas
Marek, Jonathan
McMenamy, John
Michalski, William
Mueller, Ryan
O'Neill, Sean
O'Toole, Thomas
Pagan, Michael
Perrin, Brian
Pitlyk, Mark
Poole, Matthew
Rebholz, Andrew
Reh, Paul
Reuter, Matthew
Riordan, Daniel
Robinson, Derek
Rolwes, Lawrence
Sandknop, Gregory
Schantz, Brad

Schoenfeld, Jeremy
Seymour, Timothy
Shen, Francis
Shultz, Kevin
Sindelar, Eric
Stenson, Thomas
Stokes, Timothy
Swalina, John
Talley, Damian
- Thiemet, Christopher
Wallisch, Scott
Wesling, Nathan
Wiechens, Ryan
Woodson, Adam
Wynne, Jeffrey
Juniors:
Adrian, Michael
Baine, David
Barlow, Ryan
Beseau, John
Breslin, David C.
Bruno, Bryan
Chase, Joseph
Ciapciak, Michael
Corcoran, Brendan
Dailey, Matthew
Dana, Christopher
Dickhoff, Vincent
Dickmeyer, Timothy
Donaldson, Matthew
Durso, Christopher
Dusek, David
Erker, Daniel
Garcia, Joseph
Gerwitz, Kurt
Go!beck, Steven
Gomez, Luis
Grimm, Ryan
Groner, Tr,oy
Haffer, Matthew
Raglin, Preston
Halski, John
Hanneke, David
Harris, Bradley
Heitmann, John
Hernkens, Steven
Hoeynck, Joshua
Hucker, William
Janson, Jeffrey
Johans, John
Kappel, Stephen
Kopf, Phillip
Korte, Tyler
Kunzler, Kevin
LaBelle, Kurt
Langton, Adam
Leidwanger, Justin
Mahon, John

McCarthy, Thomas
Meresak, Michael
Miller, James
Monda, Eric
Mug, Keith
Murphy, Benjamin
Noonan, John
O'Brien, Timothy
Orso, Matthew
Parker, Rustin
Puleo, Frank
Rizzuti, Anthony
Rose, Stephen
Schneider, Jacob
Siedhoff, Matthew
Sobol, David
Sommer, William
Spellman, Derek
Stock, Paul
Tenholder, David
Uhrhan, Gregory
Van de Riet, Paul
Voytas, Luke
Weiskopf, David
Weltscheff, Justin
Williams, Patrick
Winkeler, Paul
Winkler, Matthew
Young, Jason
Zehnder, Scott
Zeidler, Edward
Sophomores:
Anstey, Thomas
Arnoldy, Matthew
Barnes, Peter
Bazzetta, Joseph
Birkland, Aaron P.
Braune!, Bryan
Bumb, Matthew
Christie, Jolm
Cooper, Daniel
Crump, Gabriel
Ebel, John
Ebert, Jeffrey
Etling, Gregory
Ferrell, Timothy
Fritsche, Bradley
George, David
Glennon, John
Graesser, Christopher
Hagen, John
Hall, Anthony
Harvath, Daniel
Heaney, Michael
Heffern, Kevin
Hodits, Timothy
Hutchison, Chris
Job, George

King, Kevin
Klos, Brian
Kohler, Matthew
Kovarik, Kevin
Larsen, William
Lauer, Scott
Linck, Matthew
Luth, Michael
Maitz, Jeffery
Mans, Daniel
Martz, Matthew
Missey, Brian
Moramarco, Nicholas
Mudd, Christopher
Murphy, Paul
Myers, Michael
Norwood, Theodore
O'Brien, Daniel
O'Brien, Sean
O'Keefe, Kevin
Orso, Joseph
Pagano, Joseph
Perniciaro, Paul
Phillips, Nicholas
Pillow, Malford
Plein, Tony
Pratt, Gregory
Rombach, Jeffrey
Rudloff, Kyle
Sawyer, Trey
Schlude, Jason
Schuette, Paul
Sharamitaro, Paul
Shen, John
Shinn, Andrew
Smith, Colin
Stewart, Matthew
Stockmann,Jason
Terry, Matt
Voges, David
Walsh, Matthew
W armann, Stephen
Wheeler, Martin
Whiteman, John
Williams, Brian
Woodard, Justin
Freshmen:
Affholder, Clark J.
Boedeker, Robert A.
Borchardt, Michael J.
Brennan, Ryan F.
Brockland, PaulS.
Brown, Jeffrey M.
Bruno, Corey T.
Cherre, Michael
Cline, Daniel N.
Crow, Matthew J.
Cruse, Christopher J.

DeClue, Dominic C.
Diehl, Timothy M.
Dunn, Timothy R.
Dwivedy, Sanjay S.
Ehlman, Nicholas J.
Ewing, Gerad C.
Fedchak, Paul M.
Frerker, Ronald M.
Gass, Daniel A.
Gerrnanese, Vincent J.
Goff, Bradley W.
Grimaud, John P.
Grubbs, Daniel B.
Grunzinger, Eric W.
Gutierrez, Fernando C.
Hantak Jr., Neil
Heidt, Jonathan W.
Heisler, Joshua A.
Hernkens, Ryan J.
Hicks, Matthew W.
Hunt, Nicholas J.
Hutsel, Thomas R.
Jesee, Matthew C.
Keys, Christopher R.
King, Benjamin C.
Klaus, Joseph D.
Koehler, Marty
Kuppinger, Stephen F.
Lawyer, Jeffrey R.
Lewis, Christopher M.
Maloney, Brent J.
Marino, Matthew A.
McCabe, Kevin P.
Meier, Stephen N.
Melenbrink, Victor J.
Miles, Michael W.
Miller, Gregory R.
Miller, Stuart D.
Morefield, Thomas W.
Mueth, Michael G.
Nolan, Chad L.
Orlando, Matthew T.
Price, MichaelS.
Reiter, Richard N.
Richoux, William J.
Richter, Andrew R.
Robichaux, Stephen R.
Ross, Jonathan W.
Roth, Jason D.
Rutterer, Philip J.
Ruzicka, Dan R.
Schaefer, Matthew T.
Schaefering, Blake G.
Schaller, Daniel R.
Scharf, Anthony M.
Schmieder, Paul J.
Schreiber, Eric J.
Shaughnessy, Michael E.
Speiser, Alexander F.
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S!rutt:inann, Justin R.
Swift, Michael P.
Tornatore, Brent D.
Uhrhan, Mark A.
Vogelgesang, Timothy P.
Wade, Nicholas A.
Weidle, Daniel W.
Wideman, John P.
Wiesen ill, Arthur N.
Winkler, Mark T.
Wood, Eric J.
Wright, John L.
Ziegler, Geoffrey N.
Zimmerman, Christopher
Second Honors
Seniors:
Arens, Joseph
'·
Barger, Nathan
Bauer, Adam
Bauer, Christopher
Bauer, Michael
Becker, Douglas
Bell, Jeff
Besmer, Michael
Boyce, Patrick
Brannan, Joshua
Donovan, Gregory
Dunn, Patrick
Emert, Jonathan
Fisher, Matthew
Fitzsimmons, Brian
Flynn, John
Hallermarm, James
Harvath, Michael
Heinz, Karl
Hellwig, Gregg
Hess, Brian
Hicks, Michael
Higgins, Daniel
Hodge, Bryan
Hough, Thomas
Jolmson, John
Kaikati, Andrew
Keane, Michael
Lenzini, Peter
Loretta, Joseph
Maloney, Timothy
Mason, Ryan
Matter, David
McCullough, Patrick
McKay, Brian
Meier, Paul
Mueller, Michael
Myers, Keith
Netmer, Matthew
Pagano, Paw'
Pelizzaro, Jeffrey
Phillips, Michael
Pohlmarm, Michael
Pool, Corey ..

Powers, Matthew
Powers, Patrick J.
Powers, Timothy
Preuss, Thomas
Rogan, David
Rousseau, Joseph
Schmidt, James
Shaner, Thomas
Shearer, Scott
Siegel, Jacob
Sorkin, David
-Standley, Craig
Tanase, Matthew
Tivener, Daniel
VanDeven, Nicholas
Widitz, David
Williams, Corey
Winkler, Brian
Zlatic, Dan
Juniors:
Adelman, Daniel -~
Amann, Michael
Anselm, Matthew
Asinger, Neil
Barrett, Keith
Berra, Matth~w
Brockland, Michael
Brooks, Andrew
Bums, Bryan
Caldwell, Benjamin
Castagna, Brandon
Cattaneo, Raymond
Cerame, Anthony
Christeson, Zachary
Conway, Jason
Costigan, Timothy
Crowe, Peter
Doerr, Eugene
Donahue, Steven
Eichholz, Derek
Etzkorn, Kevin
Fitzgerald, Gerald
Fowler, Patrick
Godfrey, Sean
Hefele, Ryan .
Hoeman, Brent
Howard, James
Howe, Ryan
Keach, Michael
Kelley, Brian
Kleinsorge, Matthew
Kriegel, Matthew
Kuhn, Michael
Lamb, William
Lauver, David
Leinauer, Michael
Mansfield, Michael
Martinez, Brandon
Mattus, Kyle
May, Ropert

Meiners, David
Monahan, Ryan
Montgomery, Brandon
Neikirk, Benjamin
Nischwitz, Matthew
O'Toole, Terrence Jr.
Oppelt, Charles
Pettit, Thomas
Politte, David
Rachal, Mark
Range, Daniel
Rebman, Joseph
Sackett, Jeremy
Schaper, Christopher
Schisler, Patrick
Schmidt, Matthias
Schniedermeyer, Ethan
Seaton, James
Shasserre, Robert
Shea, Mark
Sicking, Michael
Sisul, Matthew
Smith, Scott
Smith, Thomas
Steffens, Brian
Stegen, Jon
Steiling, Theodore
Tiburzi, Brian
Tkach, Brian
Tower, Jason
Vehige, Steven
Vytlacil, Jason
Walentik, Stephen
Wall, Timothy
Weber, Bradley
Weber, Nicholas
Winter, Philip
Wolk, Alexander
Ziegelman, Keith
Sophomores:
Affholder, Adam
Appelbaum, Daniel
Armbruster, Robert
Becan, David
Beier, Erik
Biscan, Jonathan
Brockmeyer. Gerard
Bruno, Timothy
Casey, Stephen
Clayton, Benjamin
Desfalvy, Joshua
Doll, Kevin
Duchek, James
Elam, Eric
Erlinger, John
Everson, Nicholas
Feltmarm, Kevin
Fingerhut, Mark
Gallo, Matthew
Geiss, Michael
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: Gerard, Jay
Griner, John
Henroid, John
Hoff, Michael
Hunter, Thomas
Juergens, Mike
Kellett, Christopher
Kleinberg, Matthew
Lassiter, Peter
LaVigne, Andrew
Lunnemann, Spencer
Matijasec, Robert
Miller, Gregory
Montani, Michael
Muntges, Daniel
Neill, John
Noce, Matthew
Noetzel, Justin
O'Connell, Timothy
Peniston, Anthony
Phillips, Benjamin
Pollock, Nicholas
Pride, Daniel
Reed, Scott
Rolwes, Joseph
Ryan, Daniel
Scher. David
Schniedermeier, Dan
Schnitzmeier, Nathan
Schrewe, Mark
Semones, Sean
Shady, Aaron
Smith, Kurt
Sontag, Kevin
Teasdale, Michael
Twellman, Taylor
Varrone, Jeff
Vreeland, James
Wacker, Robert
Wallner, Timothy
Weir, Joseph
W iese, Wally
Wylie, Mark
Zerega, Matthew
Zuckerman, Sean
Freshmen:
Abbott, Christopher
Antal, John D.
Baker, Mark A.
Berardi, Damon T.
Bierling, Gregory S.
Bolen, John P.
Braun, Eric F.
Bums, Sean M.
Chirco, Michael A.
Christoff, Aaron J.
Cicuto, Bart J. ·
Collida, Tony R.
Crane, Jonathan M.
Ehmke, Ryan J.

....-..,

Fisher, Nicholas M.
Gabel, Thomas C.
Gardiner, Matthew E.
Geiser, Matthew P.
Gerber, Anthony J.
Gleeson, John F.
Grebe!, Mark B.
Gyorog, Jason J.
Harrison, Matthew C.
Hartupee, Justin C.
Hook, Patrick D.
Houck, Matthew W.
Hutchison, Robert F.
Iverson, David P.
Jost, John M.
Karabinis, Nicholas T.
Kerr, Douglas B.
Kuhne, Kurt J.
Lappe, Alec T.
Leuchtmann, Gregory M.
Lohmar, Sean J.
Maasen, Ryan C.
Mallon, Michael G.
Manley, PaulL.
Marino, John J.
Marsh, Matthew G.
Minor, Tony J.
~
Mueller, Eric W.
Mullen, Patrick
Nahm, David T.
Nguyen, Peter H.
Openlander, Nicholas J.
Ossola, Ryan J.
Pellman, Matthew J.
Pinkston, Alec P.
Poth, DanielS.
Puleo, Anthony M.
Reichert, Kenneth C.
Reimer, Joseph M.
Rohlfing, Colin K
Rouff, Jordan C.
Sanders, David R.
Schaeffer, Christian G.
Schmitt II, Will F.
Schubert, David J.
Schunzel, Keith M.
Senn, John R.
Seyer, Christopher W.
Shortal, Kevin M.
Siebenaler, Kevin R.
Soucy, Joseph T.
Spencer, JeffreyS.
Steiner, Jonathan T.
Sutter, Benjamin J.
Sztukowski, James M.
,..,.........,
Teagle, Andiew E.
Tkach, Christopher M.
Wagenknech~ Philip B.
Wegan, Michael T.
Werner, Paul J ..
Westrich, Timothy D.
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Class of'OOApplicationsAccepted; Griesemer Reflects,
RecoversfromNearInterviews Currently Underway
Derek Spellman
_Prep News Reporter
"Right now we'rerigl;lt in the middle
ofinterview'ing process [for applicants to
the class of2000], and [our numbers are)
up a little from last year:" reported Ms.
Mary Miller,
SLUH's Director of Admissions .
"The last time ·t
I heard, we
were right up
with CBC and
DeSmet-we
have 340 applicants."
According to Miller,
SLUHhasnot
changed its
admissions policy. "The standards are still
the same. A student needs to be above the
80th percentile on the standardized tests.
He also-rieeds a solid A-B [grade] average. Thenthere1s the interview. We will
also contact the schools for a verbal recommeddation." After gathering these
materials for each applicant, his file is
sent to the admission committee consist-

ing of Miller, Fr. Robert Costello, SJ, Dr.
Joe Gavin, Fr. Jim Knapp, SJ, and Mr.
Tom Flanagan. Each file is then read by
two committee members who decide if
the student will be accepted at SLUH.
The candidates represent an array of
schools
from the
entire St.
L o u i s
metro area:;:
"We hav·e·
studen t s
from 106
different
parishes in
the
St.
Louis and
Belleville
dioceses.
There are
132 different· schools represented in a
combination of public and private, Catholic and non-Catholic. There are 16 students from minoi~ and 1 student from
California."
"The faculty has been terrific. Many
have volunteered their time on the weekends to conduct interviews," noted Miller
on the selection process.

Coke is .it!
(continued from page 1)
cipal for Student Welfare and Discipline,
agreed, allowing the students to spend
yesterday's activity period in the Robinson
Library-proctored byCold.ren-engaged
in their studies. Clark explained his decision, saying, "I believe the students are
protesting because Pepsi is involved in
the overall funding, not bef:ause th~y,don' t
i:Want to participate in the presenta~on."
Because Pepsi has investedjrfa company which is involved in the 'seizing of
land from the Burmese people,yausing
mass destruction, destitution,~'and poverty, Amnesty launched a campaign earlier in the school-year to alert SLUH studentsoftheatrocitiesoccurring in Burma.
' ... '

.,

/ •

;.

The campaign included the posting of
Clark-approved flyers and a letter to the
Prep News.
After originally rejecting the students'
request to not attend the assembly, Clark
"talked it over with Dr. [Robert] Bannister, and he brought up a good point: 'say
for instance the US was still doing work
with the South African government during apartheid; would you force the BAAA or any other group to listen to those
types of speakers? ' I thought it over, and
decided he was right."
Junior John Halski, a prominent
member of Amnesty, commented, "It
doesn't sit right with us that a Catholic
school would be sponsored by such a

Tragic Accident
by Shawn Badgley
Co-Editor

When Paul Griesemer and Jon
Emert discovered their luggage missing from their destination, they knew
their Senior Project trip to the Dominican Republic would be a tough one.
But what they didn't know was
that Griesemer would suffer a broken
neck-Specifically the fracture of his
fifth and sixth vertebrae-an injury
which nearly became a tragedy.
Griesemer, while at a New Year's
Eve Party at the resort where he and
Emert were staying, hit the bottom of
the hotel swimming pool headfrrst after
di~·ing off the side. While the water was
obvioi.Jsfy too shallow, Griesemer explained, "It was a dark night and the
pool wasn't lit, so I couldn't really see
anything."
The senior maintained consciousness wl1lle in the pool, and was even
able to walk back to his room. "I came
back up right away and yelled
'Carolyn!"' Carolyn Griesemer is
Paul's older sister. "I just thought,
'God, this going to hurt for awhile.' I
guess I was just stunned."
see GRIESEMER, page 10
company without checking to see what
they're involved in."
. Clark understands Halski's comments. "This is a chance for SLUH to
look at who we are bringing in." He does,
however, warn students that "this is not
going to set a precedent-! don't want
anyone jumping on a bandwagon so they
can skip mandatory_assemblies." , .·
Defending Amnesty's 'p rotest" 'was
sophompr.e member Tim Rakel. "This is
not a rebehious act; it is a decision based
on our beliefs; and we ar~ _n ot '4sing Am- r \
nesty as an excuse to miss the assembly."
Halski stressed, "We're not looking
to be antagonists; we're just looking for
this to be addressed."

Feature
Go and Set the World on Fire
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S~P~t996

John Bruno
Edgewood Children's Center
EDITORS' NOTE: THIS IS THE FIRST IN
A SERIES OF REFLECTIO~S BY SENIORS
ON THEIR EXPERIENCES DURING SENIOR PROJECT. ALL NAMES IN THE
ARTICLE HAVE BEEN CHANGED FOR
PURPOSES OF CONFIDENTIALITY.
As I entered my senior project for the
first day on January 4, after Christmas
Break and a couple of snow days, I was
expecting nothing more than something
different to occupy my time during the
day for the next three weeks,
and most importantly, something that did not include
homework but did include
two hours extra of sleep every day. Fortunately, my
senior project turned out to
be much more rewarding than
just some additional sleep; it
genuinely affected me at the
time and, I believe, may continue to for a long time. I was not so naive
to think that the project would have no
impact on me, but now I realize that my
expectations prior to the project were much
more self-centered than the resulting effect that it had on me.
The first person I met at my project,
the Edgewood Children's Center in
Soulard, was not the teacher, but one of
the students. His name, he told me, was
Adam, and he said he was thirteen years
old. I thought to myself, this is going to be
great; he doesn't slobber-which in my
senior project decision-making process
was a major criteria.
I next met the teacher, Janis, and,
after some basic introductions, we talked
privately about my job and the kids I was
· going to be working with. Janis told me
that for the first couple of days I would
think the kids were totally normal; in fact,
she told me I would probably be asking
myself why these kids were even in this
"special" school. Soon, though, she said

I would truly begin to see the problems
they had.
She was iigtit•. _o f course, except for
one kid named Adam. From the very first
conversation'! had ·with him, I knew he
was indeed pretty strange: · Every question I asked him, he would respond as
though he had just been asked a question
on "Jeopardy," posing everj response as
a question. When I asked him his name,
-:: he responded, "What is Adam?" When I

help the kids, but it was not that way at all.
The kids worked individually because
they ranged in age from ten to thirteen,
and they were all in different places in
their subjects from so much missed school.
I have no idea how Janis and the teacher's
aide, Mary, were able to take care of that
many kids at once. Not only did each one
need individual attention in order to accomplish his or her work, but each one
demanded someone always by his side.
Each needed special attention full. time, and would
take whatever was necessary-sometimes throwing fits when I went to help
someone else-to get that
attention. Janis had been
right; after a few days, I
realized why most of them
were there.
One of the boys could
never pay attention to anything without
having to be reminded every 30 seconds
or so. Most of the kids were stuck, stagnant, in the same place in their books.
They would have the art ofmultiplication,
for example, taught to them every day for
hours, and without fail, they would forget
everything about it by the next day. I
would sit with a few kids each day and
explain how to do each problem-either
because they could not remember how
they did the last problem or just because
they wanted me to be with them for a little
whil~ longer.
One boy, Todd, called me to his desk
every day to read with him, almost never
asking me questions-he wanted me by
his side to keep him company. Ina classic
case of,~he frustrating amount of time it
took a boy to do his work, Alex spent an
hour and a half to finish two division
problems, even though he knew exactly
what to do.
. see BRUNO, page 4

"Nevertheless, he taugh~ me to be able
to put up with people I don't exactly get
along with, a quality I know I will need
a lot in life."
asked how old he was, he said, "What is
thirteen?" and so on. Adam was really a
good kid, though-nice, very polite; in
fact, he always asked me how I was doing.
Iri important ways, he reminded me of
Piggy in Lord of the Flies. He was overweight, unathletic, a tattle-tale, and probably the most disliked kid in the class by
the rest of the students. Naturally, as one
without really any friends, he quickly
became attached to me, even asking me to
sit with him at lunch on the first day of
school. Frankly, I understood why the
kids don't like him, he was extremely
annoying-interrupting conversations
constantly and getting his nose in other
people's problems. Nevertheless, he
taught me to be able to put up with people
I don 't exactly get along with, a quality I
know I will need a lot in life.
The class had nine kids, a teacher, a
teacher's aide, and me. I thought the
classwork part of the day would be far and
· away the easiest with three of us there to
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Bruno
(continued from page 3)
· It was extremely frustrating to meall of this seemed to be so unbelievably
simple, yet I had to sit and repeat the same
thing over and over. At times I just
.wanted to get up and yell, "Don't you
understand yet!?" Of course, I didn't; I
knew it would have killed the flimsy confidence the kids had been building up in
themselves. I learned, though, the fine art
of being patient, something I lacked before the project, and now believe I have
under control because of my service
project.
Ofcourse,asa1ways, onekid was the
exception to everything. Matt was a thir- ·
teen year old who had been blessed with
unbelievable intelligence, great social -.":
skills, and, best of all, the gift of being a
totally normal thirteen year old. He listened to music, had two girlfriends, and
was extremely athletic. The first two
weeks I kept asking myself, "What is
wrong with him?" and I always came up

with the same answer-! don't know.
With two days left, I learned that when
Matt was as a kid, his family had been
extremely dysfunctional. Though a blond,
he had entered school with black dyed
hair and had been involved, with his
family, in satanic worship. If anything I
heard or saw my entire project made me
upset, it was this. Here was a kid smart
enough to make it at SLUH, but his parents essentially had tried to throw his life
away by doing all they could to discourage him from learning the basics of life. I
felt sorry for a kid who had so much
potential if only he could have gotten out
of the cycle of darkness his family was
caught in. But his family continued to try
to drag him back with them. Fortunately,
it looks as though Matt has been saved by
the school from that ever occurring.
The most shocking event came toward the end of my project when I was
playing at the computer with a boy whom
I had not spent much time with at all.

Harmony
(continued from page 1)
differences between men and women, the
work the best," said senior John Bruno,
students were divided into separate rooms
head of SLUR's A YF chapter.
by sex and given the rather difficult task
Finally, the student leaders summed
of assuming the role of the opposite sex.
the day up with an evaluation and words
Students had to write how they felt about
of encouragement, including a speech by
their new identities and psyches. The
SLUH senior Mark Favazza. Students
comments were then exchanged, with the
left at about 1:30, each perhaps departing
guys and girls still separated, and the
with a little better understanding of socistudents then read the comments of the . ·ety and its problems.
other side. Each side reacted with a mix of
-' · Schmidtthoughtthatthestudentleadsurprise and exasperation. Arguments
ers did an excellent job of organizing the
clashed when the two groups converged
event. "They were very good facilitators
again, but students were soon able to
of tough issues that even adults have
identify and reach agreements on many . :troub~e dealing with."
sexual stereotypes.
A YF program specialist Andre Koen
After a break for lunch that allowed
also thought that the day went well. "The
time for socialization, students broke into
students got to talk about real issues withfive small groups with the goal of creating
out adults telling them what to do."
a brief skit on prejudice. Each group then
Summing up the significance of the
enacted a skit and explained its signifiday, Corcoran explained "Once you intercance to the group.
.
act with so many different people a"t a
"The small group exercises and the
workshop, you never really think in one
development of the skits really seemed to
general way about everyone again."

Right in the middle of a game we were
playing, he said he hadn't played on a
computer since he had been in the hospital. I asked him why he had been hospitalized, and without pausing, he said he had
tried to kill himself. I was taken aback
that someone I bare! y knew would tell me
about that, but his admission made me
realize how much I meant to these kids.
By the end of the project, I knew that
I had gotten much more out of it than I had
ever expected. I was introduced.to radically different ways of life-kids with no
food at home, kids desperate for attention
and affection, kids without a notion of
normalcy. Maybe, in showing the kids
my life as honestly as I could, I could
show them whatadecentlifemeant. I was
a role model- someone closer to the kids'
age who was responsible, whom they could
learn from, and whom they could look up
to. I learned a lot about myself from being
~
in that situation.

Raw Sewage
(continued from page 1)
.Path, so it backed up," stated Manker.
The vertical pipe connects to the lateral
sewage line and leads up to a vent in the east
alley. Because the pipe and vent stuck out too
far above the ground, vehicles numing over
the vent pushed the pipe down into the lateral
sewage line and evenrually blocked the flow of
sewage in it. The sewage and drain water
backed up to the floor drains in the the basement level. This backup accounted for the
repugnant odor apparent late last week. To
combat this malodorous mixture of sewage
and drain water, the maintenance crew used
numerous machines tO suck up the water and
then mopped the area with a bacterial disinfectant to cleanse the floors of any remaining
harmful bacteria. The cleaning ended Tuesday with an exhausted maintenance crew who
had worked in excess of 40 work hours in a
very short period of time.
Manker said, "We shouldn't have [the
backup] again because [Mitchell Plumbing
Company] fi xed the [the vertical pipe] a little ~
differently. When the cars hit the top of the
vent [in the alley], there's a plate now in place
so the pipe won'tjam down in the [lateralline]
again."
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28 Juniors Relax
and Reflect on
Annual Retreat
by Dave Tenholder
Prep News Reporter

Freshmen Elect Class Officers
Robichaux and Brown to Lead the Class of '99
by Greg Leuchtmann and Mike Mueth
Prep News Reporters
Despite an unusually low voter tumout, the freshman class on Wednesday
elected Jeff Brown and Steve Robichaux
as their class officers.
As a freshman class officer, Brown
says he would lilce to help make freshman
activities more popular. Included in these
activities are the Freshman Class Dance
and a party after the freshman basketball
game held today. In order to make the
dan~ more enjoyable, Brown would like
toenlistthehelpofclassmateNickFisher,
whom Brown· credits ' with 'good ideas
about improVing the dance. Brown would
also like to emphasize freshman activities
other than sports. He believes that "the
best idea for the freshman class is to have

• -an equal balance between fun and learn"ing."
Robichaux would like to get the freshman class more involved in STUCO activities and events. Robichaux said that he
will work with Brown and other freshmen
in order "to make the people's voice
heard."
"[Theelection] was a success, but we
would like everyone to vote next time,"
stated STUCO moderator Mr. Craig
Maliborski. Out of the 266 freshman
eligible to vote, only 166, or 62%, showed
up at the polls. The average attendance of
previous STUCO elections was 85%. In
the election, Brown received 25% of the
votes and Robichaux received 31%.
Next year the freshman election will
be held in the fall so that the officers can
coordinate the Christmas Food Drive.

Problems with Intramurals Fail
to Hamper Coming Events
by Mike Mueth
Prep News Reporter
With nearly 500 students participating, STUCO's animal intramural program
is still going strong, though it has suffered
..-.... ' its share of problems.
Wiffleball, the first intramural sport
of the school year, had to be cancelled,
according to STUCO moderator Mr. Craig
Maliborski, because STUCO had trouble

getting times when the gym was available. The schedule early in the school year
was filled with dates for liturgies, assemblies, and card parties. After falling behind in the schedule, STUCO decided to
cancel wiffleball entirely in order to get
the more popular basketball intramurals
finished in the second quarter.
The basketball intramurals began at
see BASHBALL, page 10

Despite the return of the seniors
from their service projects, the juniorsenior lunch period remained less
crowded than normal this past week.
The extra space was due to the absence
of28 juniors who departed by bus from
SLUH after classes on Monday for the
White House retreat center. The retreat
ended Wednesday morning, and the
students and teachers were back at
classes yesterday.
Junior Dave Meiners said of the
retreat, "Having a smaller group made
it easier to share personal things which
normally would not have been said."
One of the highlights, according to several of the retreatants, was a talk given
by Mr. Pat Zarrick, which served as a
guided process ofself-hypnosis. Zarrick
had the students close their eyes and
breath deeply; then he took them through
a series of steps which helped the students to reach deep levels of relaxed
concentration. Meiners described the
experience by saying, " It allowed me to
relax every muscle in my body; I felt
very at ease with everything."
This past week's retreat is the second of four retreats for juniors, three of
which take place at the White House
retreat center in South County and are
organized along more traditional models of a retreat. The fourth, called the
Kairos retreat, offers a more intense
experience. Junior Class Moderator Mr.
Paul Azzara runs the retreats with help
from Mr. Steve Schoenig, SJ, with
other faculty members assisting.
Azzara described this year's first
junior retreat, held in the days before
the Thanksgiving weekend in November, as "a positive experience for both
the students and the directors," which
he said is not surprising considering th~t

see WHITE HOUSE,: page 10
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Billiken Briefings
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compiled by Brian Winkler

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26
Schedule #2
·
During 2B: Pep Rally, Registration Mtg.
· for Sophomores, Rosary in Chapel
CS£: Truman Home, Our Little Haven
Swimming vs. Columbia Hickman/
MICDS at MICDS at 4:00P.M.
Basketball vs. Chaminade at 7:30p.m.
Hockey vs. CBC at Affton at 9:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 27
Wrestling at MCC Tournament at
Chaminade at 10:00 a.m.
Racquetball at State Tournament at
South Hampshire
SUNDA Y,JANUARY 28
MONDAY, JANUARY 29
Schedule#!
Meeting: Registration Mtg. for Juniors
College Re.ps: St. Mary' s- Kansas
CSP: Karen House
TUESDAY, JANUARY 30

Schedule #1
Basketball vs. Belleville West at 7:30
p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31
Schedule #2
During 2B: Junior Class Liturgy
College Reps: Northeast MO State
CS£: Oi.Ir Little Haven ·. · ·
Swimming at MCC Meet a't Chaminade
-TBA
Wrestling vs. Afftohat 7:00p.m.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1
Schedule#2
During 2B: STUCO vs., Prep News
Basketball
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2
Schedule #1
Meeting: Senior Retreat Mtg.
ffi: Truman Home, Our Little Haven
Swimming at MCC Meet at Chaminade
- TBA
Basketball vs.'CBC at 7:30p.m .

By the Numbers ...

Announcements ·

-350 people attended Saturday night's Video Mixer

For Sale: Jamis Explorer XR Mountain Bike. Includes Full ShimanoExage
Components, 21-speed with speed
Rapid Fire, BCX-3 rims, chromoly
frame, Onza bar ends, toe clips, 25
pounds light! 16 inch frame. $350 or
best offer! Call MikeNeu at962-5155.

***
-At $5 per dancegoer, $1750
was collected

***

''***

-TKO DJ's provided the music for $900

For Sale: Three second-row tickets
for Saturday's SLU Basketball game
against UNC-Charlotte at 8:30 p.m:
See Francis Shen (HR 102) for bargain
price.

***
-STUCO earned a $850profit

Quote of the Week
"Be young. Have fun. Drjnk Pepsi."

...·..
Advertising Slogan
\.
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Hot-shooting Hoopsters Find Win at St. Dominic
Paspalas Comes Alive in Near Upset at Mehlville
--~--------------~~-----by Dave Matter

Co-Editor
It may not have been what Jack
Kerouac had in mind, but the Hoop bills
looked to go On the Road for·a little trip
west last week. In themidstofa six-game
losing skid in a season that has seen the
Hoopbills struggle like never before, coach
Don Maurer's squad trekked·· to. St.
Dominic last Friday to take on ~e 6-9
Crusaders, one of the Jew independent
Missouri teams in the state.
Looking for win number four, the
Hoopsters kept pace with the Crusaders
early thanks to senior forward Brian
Fitzsimmons' eight first quarter points,
including a quick hly-in at the buzzer. The
Billsloo~¢d to spread the ball around in
the ~econct,, and that they did. With Fitz'
in the lineup together with the three super
sophs, the Bills clawed back after being
down21 -14. AfteraJoshDesfalvyjumper,
Fitz' took a deep cross-court pass from
A.J. Waide and finished with a nifty layup. Fitz' kept up the pressure with a steal

at half-court and found Jim Vreeland for a
game-tying layup. ·T wo' more Fitz' free
throws gave the Bills a 23-21 lead and
.junior Phil Paspalas, who swiped four steals

in the first, closed out the half with a
three-pointer to take the lead at 28-23.
··In the seeond, the Bills stretched the
'lead to nineasjuniorCharlieRiesstepped
up with powerful putback plus two quick
biocks on defense. The Bills headed into
the fourth with what appeared to be a safe
nine-point lead. But how much fun could
an easy win really be?
With 6:30 left in regulation, the Crusaders were already in the bonus after the
Bills committed several careless fouls.
Fitz', who finished with a game high 22
points, continued his scoring surge as he
hit another lay-in to put the Bills up by
ten, but the Crusaders' mission was far
from over.
The Bills watched their opponents
score twenty fourth quarter points, after
holding the Crusaders to.only four in the
third. ARies free throw gave the Bills a
48-44lead with nine seconds on the clock,
and all the Bills had to do was fall back
and not foul. Taking full advantage of the
At St. Dominic, Fitz' (32) connects from the line.
see GO STEELERS, page 9

...-5--w--im-bi_ll__
s N-ea__r__M_C_C__, DeSmet Outlasts Puckbills for Jesuit Cup
.me 'T'.z'me
by Chris Pelikan.
gain their first win of the seaso~ against
Meet at Prl 1
of the Prep News Staff
DeSmet on their third try. Havmg been
4

by Mike Hayes
Prep News Sports Reporter
The month of January has been good to
the Swimbills thus far. In fact, dating back to
January 5, the team has compiled a5-2record,
with SLUH's only losses coming at the hands
of DeSmet and MICDS. Led by Steve Rose,
Doug Maitz and Neil Asinger, the Hydrobills
appear to be entering their prime with the allimportant MCC meet looming next week.
On the fifth of the month, Coach Terry
Murray and his squad welcomed Cape
Girardeau C entral and Vianney to FoPoCoCo,
expecting a tightly contested battle. The
meet was nothing of the sort. Despite having
some of the top swimmers in the meet, Central was unable to provide a consistent attack
due to their lack of depth, while Vianney
struggled. Steve Rose and Michael Hayes
were SLUH's only individual winners, but it
was the Jr. Bills' balanced a ttack that ensured

see COWHER POWER, pageS

Despite compiling a 20-6-2 record,
reaching the semi-finals in last season's
Challenge Cup Playoffs, and posting the
greatest season in the history of SLUH
hockey, the 199.4-95 Varsity Puckbills
weren't able to tab their season as perfect.
Although many players reached career
milestones in goals and points, and the
team performed well on a consistent basis,
the loss of the Jesuit Cup to MCC rival
DeSmet marked the "toughest to swallow" defeat 9n the season for the
Busenbills.
A year and ten seniors later, the '95' 96 edition of SLUH Varsity Hockey
looked to avenge last season's loss which
halted the Bills mini-streak of cup victories at two. Not only was revenge from last
season on the minds of many SLUH players and fans, but the Icebills also looked to

outscored 9-2 in their first two contests,
the Skatebills needed a near perfect performance to regain the cup.
On top of this n((ed, the Frozen
Pondbills would have to earn this victory
without senior goal scoring leader, Ryan
Zacher, who has left the.team citing personal reasons. Zacher will also undergo
reconstructive surgery on a11 ailing shoulder in the coming weeks.
Sans Zacher, it initiallf.appeared as
if the Spar tans would contin e their domination of the Pucksters w en DeSmet
forward Adam Rogowin n tted the first
goal of the contest just two minutes and
38 seconds into the game. Apparently
awakened by the Spartans' quick start,
the kebills came together as a team and
kept up with DeSmet most of the frrst In
fact, the Puckbills came inches from knot.
see BLITZBURGH, page 8
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Cadets Spoil Grapplers Successful Week Cowher Power
by Jason Vytlacil
Prep News Sports Reporter
This past week, the Grapplebills experienced both ends of the competitive
spectrum; the thrill of victory and the
agony of defeat
On Saturday, the Junior Bills fin.·ished thirdoutofnine teams in theMICDS
:'Tournament, placing numerous wrestlers
in the top three of their respective weight
classes. The action began with sophomore Joe Pagano(103), who entered the
.,semi-finals with a 2 -3 record, and though
: he dropped his semi-final match, he
, stormed back to a final round victory
· match, which earned him a third place
medal.
Although freshman Dio Turner (112)
.w as eliminated before advancing to the
medal round, the Bills bounced back im-

Blitzburgh
(continued from page 7)
ting the score on two separate occasions during a 30-second span, in the first.
Withanapparentshiftinmomentum taking place, the Spartans rallied to regain their
edge. With 1:24 to play in the first, DeSmet
forward Tim Niedbalski fired a low wrister
from the slot just inside the left post to increase
the lead to two.
The score remained 2-0 for the remainder
of the first and over halfofthe second as SLUH
and DeSmet engaged in some typical physical
play. It wasn' t until the 5:34 mark of the
second that the net was shaken. Again i't was
by the Spartans as Niedbalski and Iinemate
ChrisKelloggcapitalizedonanill-timedSLUH
defensive line change to develop a 2-on-0.
Niedbalski streaked in on the right wing and
slid a pass to Kellogg who buried the puck into
the backofthenet. Displeased by thedecisic:m
making of the defense, senior netminder John
Rieker tossed a bit of constructive criticism
toward the Jr. Bill bench, immediately following the goal.
. Facing a three-goal deficit, the Busen bills
settled into a defensive shell and kept DeSmet's
scoring chances to am inimum for the remainder of the game. How~ver, the offense which
SLUHha~ l,acked the entire game came alive
at. the 2:.J.-3 mark of the trurd. Senior Dom
J~sky, who has picked up alotofthe scoring
slack caused by Zacher's loss, followed his

mediately with the dramatic double overtime victory of junior Mike Kuhn. Kuhn
(119) entered the overtime period tied 11 with his Ladue opponent. When neither
wrestler gained an upper hand advantage
in the two minutes allotted, the match
progressed to an almost unheard of double
overtime. Kuhn was able to prevent his
opponent from escaping and, after a grueling eightand a half minutes, he came out
with a first place medal.
Following Kuhn was juniorMatt Nischwitz
(135), who quickly defeated his first four
adversariestoadvance to the medal round.
Unfortunately, Nischwitz was defeated
by a narrow margin in the first place
- ~match, leaving him with a second place
medal. Senior Larry Jovanovic had a
similar experience at 140 po~nds, pinning
all four of his first opponents"hefore losing
see 3 MORE YARDS, page 9
own shot from the right face off circle and
slapped his rebound over the goalie's shoulder
to cut the lead to two.
Sparked by Jansky, the Pucksters continued to pressure the Spartans and cut the lead to
one at the ten second mark. So.phomore Ryan
Barry blasted a shot wide of the net, yet a
gracious bounce off of the boards behind the
net directed the puck right tothe stick of junior
Mike Ciapciak who blast~d the ricochet underneath the pads of the Spartan goalie. With
the deficit at one goal and Rieker on the bench,
the Bills needed to win the center ice faceoff
and get off a quality shot in ten seconds to force
overtime. However, the faceoff was won by
DeSmet, and Kellogg added his second of the
· game as he shot it into the empty net with five
seconds to play.
Despite falling 4-2, the Skatebill effort
was one of the best of the season. Although
. DeSmet will retain the Jesuit Cup, the '96-'97
Pucksters will undoubtedly attempt to bring
back the Jesuit Cup to the place it belongs.
With three games to play on the season,
the Busenbills stand at 7-10-2 and the .500
mark is still attainable. Remaining games
include CBC, Lafayette and Chaminade, so
the Puckbills will have·their work cut out for
_ .th~m.
The Skatebills will take on the Cadets of
CBC tonight at 9:45 at the Affton Ice A.rena.
Fan S\!pport. i:> necessary as the Ice bills jockey
for playoff position in their final three contests.

(continued from page 7)
the victory. The final score was SLUH-150,
Central-118, Vianney-40. Wally Wiese
summed it up, saying "This meet gave us a
chance to be competitive and have fun at the
same time."
Next up for .the ·Murraybill$ were .the
despised DeSmet Spartans. Knowing that
DeSmet return~d . a powerful lineup, the
Speedobills anticipated ~ IlJ.Ore than formidable opponent. In the early going, SLUH's
depth once again kept them in contention.
SLUH did not win any of the first four eve~ts.
but instead placed second and third in each
event.
It was not until the diving competition
that the Aquajocks won an event, thanks to
Man Walsh. Kevin Knapp finished third.and
Matt Linck fifth, giving The U . .High its frrst
lead of the ,tpeet 40-38. The . Streamli~ers
retaineq their lead over the next three events,
with Doug Maitz winning the 100. butterfly,
Jake Siegel and Tyler Korte capturing second
and third places in the 100 freestyle, and Rose
and Neil Asinger placing first and fourth in the
500 freestyle. · SLUH's 200 freestyle rday
team of Maitz, Siegel, Mike Brockland and
Kevin Doll, was out-touched, and the meet
was deadlocked.
Keith Mug and Ryan Barlow took second and fourth places in ·the 100 backstroke,
while Hayes and Sean Zuckerman placed second and third in the 100 breaststroke to give
the Murraybills another two point lead. Unfortunately, the Spartans' 400 free relay team
proved too powerful, and the Jr. Bills were left
to ponder a 96-92 loss.
Coach Murray described the loss as "extremely disappou;ting, but the kind of loss we
can get over becau·se we swam our best." This
comment would refer to t11e multiple number
of personal best times in the meet, most notably state qualifying times in the 200 medley
relay, the 500 fre~tyle by Rose and Asingerhis first ever-and the 100 backstroke, courtesy of Mug.
After romping through their next two
meets against Principia and Mehlville, the
team faced Mcc rival Chaminade. SLUH
took control from the· start, winning the 200
medley relay and p!adng first arid third in the
200 freestyle, a Iii. Ro.se-Asinger. "We really
poured itori In the beginning," Aaron Christoff ~
. ~aid. The Hydrobills cruised through their -..__
next six events, which included first place
finishes by Doll, Linck, Maitz, and.ar10ther by

see IRON CURTAIN, page 9
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Go Steelers
(continued from page 7)
soft defense, a Crusader hit a three from the
corner with only :00.4 left. But, it wasn 't
enough, and the Bills escaped St. Dominic
with a 48-47 win, only their second in the last
13 games.
Exasperated after the close win, Maurer
sighed, "It's a 'W.' We'll take it."
Back on the winning streak, the Bills
looked to pull off an upset at Mehlville Tuesday evening and give Maurer a gift one day
late of his fortieth birthday. Facing a bulky,
physicalll-4 Panther squad, the Bills jumped
to a surprising 8-2 lead via two quick threes
. and a two-point jumJX?r from Paspalas. The
. white-hot shooting from the 6 '2" junior would
only be a prelude of things to come later in the
game.
Fitzsimmons closed out the quarter with
seven straight points, but thariks to a miscall
on a Mehlville kicked-ball, which led to a
soaring dunk from junior stud Melvin Williams, the Panthers took a 20-15 lead going
into the second.
A fluid offense and aggressive SLUH
defense allowed the Bills to climb right back
as TaylorTwellman picked a Panther's pocket
at halfcourt and sped down court for two.
Fitz' continued to bang inside with the husky
Panther frontline of Jason Eberhart and Williams and landed four straight lay-ins which
gave the Maurerbills a 30-29lead. A late layup gave Mehlville a 31-30 halftime lead, but
Maurer was still pleasantly surprised with his
team's first half performance.
Now here's where the '96 Hoopbills
would start to skid and give away to a more

Sports
upbeat opponent- not this time. Paspalas
opened the third tanting the Panthers with
another twine-tickling three pointer.
Twellman hit a cutting Jay Goettelmann for
an easy layup, and Ries muscled in a b\lcket
to tie the score at 37. Buckled down by a
collapsing Panther defense, Fitzsimmons was
virtually unable to add to his 20 first half
points; so it was up to his supporting cast.
Ries scored six straight points as he
lunged for offensive rebounds and fought
through the Panther screens. His inside scoring landed the Bills a 44-4llead at the end of
the third.
The Hoopsters opened the fourth, when
they tend to sit back and watch the opponent
rattle off point after point, with explosive
offense of their own. Desfalvy zinged a pass
to Twellman who snuck in to take the backdoor
bucket. Junior Jason Young added a jumper
- ·fo preserve a 48-47 lead, but the Panthers
weren't finished.
With less than two minutes left, the Bills
fell behind by five until Fitz' countered with
a lay-in, plus drawing the foul. He hit the free
throw to put the Bills down 57-53. After a
short Panther stall, Paspalas nailed another
three with just 26 ticks left. With a 59-56 lead
the Panthers, decided to throw the ball out of
bounds and give the ball back to the Bills with
four seconds left. After calling a timeout, the
Bills were looking for one player to take the
shot-Paspalas' number was called to look
for a screen and hit the open three to tie the
score.
Without a solid pick, Paspalas found his
way well behind the line and launched a three
that swished to put his Hoopsters down 6059. Hitting his fifth three on the night, one shy

3 More Yards
(continued from page 8)
in the final round. Then, sophomore Dan
Harvath (152) took fourth place after a
valiant effort in the final round.
Junior Matt Guerrerio (189) went undefeated in the tournament and picked up
another first place for the Jr. Bills.
The tournament concluded with the
dramatics of senior Bill Hof (hywt) who,
despite a seriously injured ankle, progressed
to the medal round where he captured yet
another second place. Sophomore Matt
Martz (125), junior Jason Vytlacil (145)
and senior Larry Rolwes (171) all took fifth
place medals in their respective classes.
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of tying the SLUH record (most recently
recorded by Ken Bergman in '93) Paspalas
would be needed to hit one more to tie after
Melhville hit two free throws. Unable to hit
the shot, the Bills chances were drained as a
Goettelmann heave missed at the buzzer.
It was indeed a loss, but the 62-59 shortcoming was unlike any loss this year. ~iaurer
explained, "Mehlvillehas a really nice team,
but this wasn't a step backward for this bunch
of players." He added, "It wasn't over until
the ball hit the floor at the end, and that's a
promising note for us."
Paspalas finished with a varsity careerhigh 17 points, and more importantly provided 'Maurer with a dependable perimeter
shooter down the stretch. When asked if he
finally found the shooter he's been looking
for, Maurer responded, "No, he found himself. We knew he could shoot, and it does us
a world of good to have an outside threat."
Paspalas commented, "It felt pretty good
to know I was the go-to-guy late in the game.
I hope I can keep shooting that well because
we're going to need someone to score besides
Fitz' and Charlie every game."
Tonight, the team will honor the
program's seniors at Senior Night as they
welcome the Chaminade Flyers at 7:30p.m.
Maurer said of tonight's action, "This team
need's a league win, and we need a good
performance to keep the momentum going."

Iron Curtain
(continued from page 8)
Rose, and built an incredible 76-49 lead. The
Murraybi lls concluded a dominating afternoon
by winning the 400 freestyle r.el~y. The fmal
score: SLUH-110, Chaminade-75.
The Aquajocks myt familiar foe this
past Tuesday, as they fac'ed the MICDS Rams.
It became obvious 'fairly soon that the Rams
were too much for 'the Swimbills to handle.
Asinger, in both the 200 and 500 freestyle, was
SLUH' s only winner in the meet's first nine
events. This time the Jr. Bills' depth was not
enough. MICDS raced out to a twenty-point
lead just over midway through the contest, and
it proved to be an insurrnO\mtable lead. Regarding the team's difficulties, Sam Caputa
cited the Swimbills' "lack of truly dominant
swimmers, when compared with [MICDS.]"
Today the team faces the Rams again in a
tri-meet with Columbia Hickman, and Murray
is hoping that "Hickman and MICDS will
[neutralize) each other and we can sneak in
there."
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Afler such a successful tournament, the
Grapplers were frustrated following their
loss by the narrowest of margins to CBC on
Wednesday night. SLUH picked up wins
by Pagano, Kuhn, Nischwitz, Guerrerio,
Rolwes and senior captain Nathan W esling.
The Jr. Bills were hurt by forfeits in three
classes, giving CBC 18 unearned points
· and contributing to the final score of 2836--a difference of only one match.
T omorrow at Chaminade, the
Grapple bills hope to place numerous wrestlers in the MCC Tournament, their final
preparatory tourney before t11e road to state.

